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Grade 10 Summer Reading 
Rising sophomores: To prepare for the oh-so-far-off -- but inevitable -- return to the classroom, please see the 
summer reading book options and assignments below. Over the summer, incoming sophomores will read a total of 
two books: Sophocles’ play Oedipus Rex and one additional book from the list below.  

All sophomores will read Sophocles’ play Oedipus Rex. Please see page 4 for a list of 
themes on which to focus your attention and suggestions on how to read actively.  

During the first week of school, you will write an in-class essay that focuses on one of the thematic ideas that Sophocles 
develops in this play. Sophomores, there are many translations of Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex, and I want all of us to read the same 
translation, the same language. To that end, I have posted a digital copy of the play, translated by Dudley Fitts and Robert 
Fitzgerald, on my PLearning site. You can access this page using the link below:  

https://vischool.haikulearning.com/kbaumeis/sophomoreenglish2016-17/cms_page/view/27286774 

However, if you prefer to read this play as a paper text, please be sure to purchase a copy that has been translated by Dudley 
Fitts and Robert Fitzgerald as they offer a clear, straightforward translation of the play. In previous years, many students have 
purchased The Oedipus Cycle: Oedipus Rex, Oedipus at Colonus, Antigone from sellers like Amazon.com or Barnes and Noble.  

Choose one additional book from below. For the additional book, please complete the 
the double-entry reading journal assignment (see p. 2). (all summaries from Barnes & Noble.com) 

The Things They Carried, Tim O’Brien 
A ground-breaking meditation on war, memory, imagination, and the redemptive power of storytelling, The Things They 
Carried depicts the men of Alpha Company: Jimmy Cross, Henry Dobbins, Rat Kiley, Mitchell Sanders, Norman Bowker, 
Kiowa, and the character Tim O’Brien, who has survived his tour in Vietnam to become a father and writer at the age of 
forty-three.  
 
In The Time of Butterflies, Julia Alvarez 
It is November 25, 1960, and three beautiful sisters have been found near their wrecked Jeep at the bottom of a 150-foot 
cliff on the north coast of the Dominican Republic. The official state newspaper reports their deaths as accidental. It does 
not mention that a fourth sister lives. Nor does it explain that the sisters were among the leading opponents of Gen. Rafael 
Leonidas Trujillo’s dictatorship. It doesn’t have to. Everybody knows of Las Mariposas—“The Butterflies.” In this 
extraordinary novel, the voices of all four sisters—Minerva, Patria, María Teresa, and the survivor, Dedé—speak across 
the decades to tell their own stories, from hair ribbons and secret crushes to gunrunning and prison torture, and to 
describe the everyday horrors of life under Trujillo’s rule. 
 
The Boy Who Harnessed the Wind: Creating Currents of Electricity and Hope, William Kamkwamba, Bryan Mealer 
William Kamkwamba was born in Malawi, a country where magic ruled and modern science a mystery. It was also a land 
withered by drought and hunger. But William had read about windmills, and he dreamed of building one that would bring 
to his small village a set of luxuries that only 2 percent of Malawians could enjoy: electricity and running water. His 
neighbors called him misala—crazy—but William refused to let go of his dreams. With a small pile of once-forgotten 
science textbooks; some scrap metal, tractor parts, and bicycle halves; and an armory of curiosity and determination, he 
embarked on a daring plan to forge an unlikely contraption and small miracle that would change the lives around him. 

With your summer reading, be sure to take your time, be thoughtful, and don’t begin reading the 
weekend before school begins! 
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SSummer Reaummer Reading Journals ding Journals   
 
For the additional book you have selected, please maintain a double entry reading journal to record your thinking and reactions to 
ideas, characters, and language. As a student, who reads not only for enjoyment but also to learn, it is important to think actively as 
you read. A double-entry reading journal offers readers a way to engage thoughtfully & actively with their reading as it integrates 
skills of reading, writing, and thinking to promote deeper engagement with texts. 
 
Instructions: 
• To create a double-entry reading journal, divide a page of paper into two vertical columns. In the left-hand column, record 

passages from the novel. In the right-hand column, write reactions to the selected passage.  
 
• Your journal entries must span the entire book; they should not simply restate the quoted passage; rather, they should react 

to/engage with the book’s characters, ideas, and/or language. 
 
• You may choose a passage for a variety of reasons and react to it in a variety of ways. For example, you may choose and react 

to passage because you have a question or object to or agree with an idea expressed; the passage evokes a personal memory 
or alludes to a cultural, world, or historical event/issue; the passage inspires you or strikes you as beautiful, puzzling, or 
significant; the passage reminds you of a movie or literary work. You may also react to a passage artistically with an 
illustration. 

 
• Please organize your journal into three sections (See sample on page 4):  
 

I. Section 1: Journal entries—ten entries using a double entry format (see sample). 
II. Section 2: Characters—character descriptions, thoughts, and interrelationships (between characters). 

III. Section 3: Novel summary—a concise summary (8-10 sentences) of the novel, which should include a discussion of the book’s 
central conflict.  

 

FAQs  
 
Do I have to type my journals? 
No. While I prefer that your journals be typed (they are easier to read), it is not required. However, if you know that even your best 
handwriting is illegible, please type.  
 
How long should my journal responses be? 
Responses should be brief paragraphs of about 3-6 sentences and span the entire text; they should engage with or react to the passage, not 
merely restate the passage in your own words.   
 
Do I have to write a character annotation for every character? 
No. If the book has many characters, focus on the novel’s main characters. Write no more than eight character overviews.  
 
How long should my summary be? 
Summarize the plot in as concise a manner as possible; it should be in paragraph form, and it should not exceed 10 sentences.  
 
When are my journals due? 
Your journals will be due the first week that you return to school.  
 
Still have questions? 
Email me: kbaumeis@vischool.org 
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The Double-Entry Journal 
Some Suggestions on How to Respond 

 
 

ON THE LEFT:  THE TEXT 
 

ON THE RIGHT: REACTIONS/CONNECTIONS 
 

QUOTE FROM THE TEXT 
 
 
 

 
QUESTIONS: What makes you wonder  

In this novel?  What confuses you? 

QUOTE FROM THE TEXT 
 
 
 

 
CHALLENGE: Disagree with the author or 
character. Challenge his/her reaction or response.  

 

QUOTE FROM THE TEXT 
 
 
 
 

 TEXT-SELF CONNECTIONS occur when you make 
connections between personal experiences and the text.  
 

QUOTE FROM THE TEXT 
 
 
 

 TEXT-TEXT CONNECTIONS occur when you make 
connections between other texts and the text  
you are reading. 

QUOTE FROM THE TEXT 
 
 
 
 

 TEXT-WORLD CONNECTIONS occur when you 
make connections between the text and what you already 
know about the world.  
 

QUOTE FROM THE TEXT 
 
 
 
 

    
PREDICTIONS: What do you think might  
happen based on this passage?  
 

QUOTE FROM THE TEXT 
 
 
 

   Illustrate It!  

QUOTE FROM THE TEXT 
 
 
 
 

 
Digging Deep –this might be social questions ( 
race, class, gender inequalities) or ideas you want 
to know more about. Focus is on “consequences 
of” or “alternatives to” issues/ideas expressed in 
the writing.   
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Your Name 
Novel: The Things They Carried 
Author: Tim O’Brien 

 
I. Section I—Ten Journal Entries 

 
On The Left:  The Text 

(include page number; entries should span entire novel) 

 
On The Right: Reactions/Comments 

06/15/2010 
 
“What stories can do, I guess, is make things present. I can look at 
things I never looked at. I can attach faces to grief & love & pity & 
god. I can be brave. I can make myself feel again” (180).  
   
    

 
This passage both relates to my life & it reminds me of another character. 
Tim O’Brien is self-medicating himself by writing about the past & he 
has been able to heal through his writing. I sometimes do the same thing 
by writing about things that are difficult for me. This also reminds me of 
Anne Frank who also wrote to come to terms with her situation.  

 
II. Section II—Character Notes  
Ted Lavender: scared; carries tranquilizers; carries dope; sometimes he goes heavy on the tranquilizers; gets shot in 
the head. Jimmy Cross blames himself for Ted’s death. 
 
III. Section III—Summary of Novel  
 

Focusing on Focusing on Oedipus RexOedipus Rex 

 
In the first week of school, you will write an in-class essay, focusing on one of the thematic ideas that 
Sophocles develops in his play Oedipus Rex. As you read the play, think and take notes on characters, actions, 
language that relate to these themes.   
 
READ ACTIVELY! As you read, chart your “inner voice.” Most of us when we watch a movie or video respond out 
loud with what we are thinking and feeling. This is our way of making sense of what we see while sharing our 
thoughts with others. Reading is no different. When reading, we make sense of what we read in a number of ways --  
our “inner voice” asks questions, makes predictions, tracks ideas, and notes when we don’t understand a passage, 
prompting us to go back and reread to clarify our understanding.  
 
Required Suggestion  – create a double-entry journal that zeroes in on passages that relate to the 
themes noted below. In other words, find textual support for the themes below and explain how 
the text reference supports your ideas about the theme.   
 

Major Themes in Oedipus Rex  
 
Which truly governs -- fate or free will? 
Sight & Blindness – consider literal & metaphorical references.  For what might sight be a metaphor?  Who has “sight” 
and who is “blind”? 
Action vs. Reflection – how might action and reflection be important? Who is acting? Who is thinking/reflecting? 
Pride & Ambition – how do these traits influence action, choices, behavior? 
Oh the irony! – where do you observe elements of irony in this play? 

SampleSample  


